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In the past few weeks, we have made considerable changes in the core, the changes mainly
being migration of function based codes to fully object oriented codes, utilizing design patterns.
As has been said, we are not pouring much energy into development of modules at this time,
since most of them will be replaced with the new sections module in the future version. A
documentation page is also currently under construction, which includes user(admin) manual,
and themes and modules docs for developers. We will also be creating a fully detailed class
structure documenation, utilizing phpDoc and UML diagrams.

Within a few days, we will start beta testing with a number of selected members and then re-
open the CVS server at sourceforge.net. Thanks for the patience and all will be revealed very
soon. 

Also, please don't forget to read our Roadmap for more details on XOOPS 2.

https://xoops.org/modules/xoopsdocs/index.php?cat_id=6
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